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Abstract

Collisions between a weak electron bunch end a strong positron bunch axe studied

within a flat beaxn model. Electrons axe tracked through the transverse space charge

field of the positron bunch, end it is shown that positrons in a storage ring may zemain

stableafter_symmetric collisionswith a weak electronbunch in spiteof largevaluesof

the electrondisruptionparameter. The plasma oscillationsthat affectcollisionswith large

disruptionparameters may be suppressedby properlymatching the electrons.

Introduction
l

Recently B-factories have been proposed based on the asymmetriccolllsions of sn

i electronbeam from lina/:with positronbeam acceleratedand storedin a ringstoragea a

(SR) [1,21. In practice, the average current in the _nac is limited by the RF power, or by

* the beam breakup (BBU) instability.As a consequence,high luminositymat" be achieved

only with collisionswhere the disruptionpaxameter forthe electronsisvery l_rgebut that

| for the positrons remains small. Compaxed to the symmetric collisions in storage _-ings

where the disruption parameter is always small, a qualitatively new situation arises since
J

,_ the disrupted electron beama may be removed after the collision.
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The disruption of the electron besm effects the kinematics of the collisions, creates

a background problem in the detectors, end makes handling of the electron beam after

collisions more diftlcult. These problems may be' partially solved by shifting the interaction _.

point (IP) to the end of the interaction region. However, the major problem is that

the disrupted electron bunch effects the dynamics of the positrons, generating an orbit '..

:distortion end a tune spread. Hence, it should be carefully studied whether the positron

beam in the SR remains stable after such a collision.

Here we give the results obtained with a simple model which indicate that the situation

is not hopeless: positrons may remain stable, and high luminosity is achievable.

Model

Asymmetric collisions give preferable kinematics for analysis of the cP violation in B

decays and also allow a relatively low energy electron beam. We choose the energy °fthe

electron besm to be 3.5 GeV. Using still lower energy would increase the energy of the SR, _

the power consumed in the SR, and the emittance of the positron beam.

The main advantages of a superconducting linac are the low emittence of the electron

beam and the low RF losses in the cavities. Large cavity apertures are possible, and,

therefore, the transverse impedance ",sreduced. The principal limitation on the electron

current in such a linac is given by the single bunch transverse beam break-up (BBU)
,

instability. Simulations of the BBU instability [3] at CEBAF predict the emittance doubles

for 2.2 psec parabolic bunches if
, , ,

wtot,,,* Ip = 2.74 x 10' A V/pC cm 2 (1)

where Ip is the peak curreht, and w is the slope of the transverse wake field. The doubling

threshold rapidly decreases with the bunch length. Therefore, we choose 2.2 psec bunch

length of the CEBAF electron beam for the B-factory. The effective CEBAF impedance

[4] gives the slope w = 471.0 kV/pCcm 2. Eq. (1) gives a doubling threshold of N, =

0.544 x 109. The dependence of the threshold current on the electron energy is very weak. <

The peak current cannot be increased by BNS (for Balakin, Novokhatsky, and Smirnov)

phasing in the linac [5,6] to minimize the emittance degradation. The necessary phase
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, Offset is 1Lrge, reducing the acceleration rate to unacceptable levels. Therefore, Ne is

relatively small, and the disruption pv,rameter for the positrons is small, Dp << 1.
b, ,.

' if the transverse rms bunch sizes at the IPare matched, the luminosity expressed in

' terms of Are end the electron disruption pxrameter De takes the form:i

(2)L ___,

' Sz'ro%.
.,

Where

, D,= 2 oN, p,. (3)
7,%=c_pv

The repetition rate / is limited by multibunch instabilities, power limitations, and the rise

time of the kickers. Assuming Ne = 0.5 x 109, .f< 20 MHz, and 7, 7.0 x 103, we obtmn

1034 De -1
L -- cm-2sec . (4)

Hence, for a positron bunch length %_ of the order of 1 mm, the desired luminosity

L : 1034 cm-isec -1 may be achieved with a linac having CEBAF parameters only if

Day -_I00. This isat lev.sttwo ordersof the magnitude largerthan that usualforstorage

rings.

The positrondisruptionparameter

Dp = 2r°Necrez, (5)
O-e _ O.e y,._p .

issmallbecause thenumber ofelectronsper bunch isabout two ordersof magnitude lower

thi_ that forpositrons.In thiscasethe disruptionofthe positronbeam may be neglected

in the firstapproximation..We considerforsimplicityflatGaussian bunches (ct=>> _r_)

with the longitudinaldensityph normalizedto one.

,: The equation of motion in the y-planeforan electronis

_" dz I trr, Jo

where s_ is the distance of an electron from the center of the electron bunch, positive in

the direction of motion, mad z vr.



For small 9 Eq. (6) is the equation of plasma oscillations with frequency given by

) = 2D__g(2) (7) ,
_p z "

and the total number of oscillations during the collision is [7]
%

/_ _° kdz __.0.252V/_e (8 /1"/'°ac= oo 2_"

For large electron disruption _arameters the number of nodes increases. The positron

bunch may be considered as a "transport line". The beta function uf the line 1/k(z) is on

average

__ (20"pz

An example of trajectories found by numerical integration of Eq. (6) for 8_ = 0 is given

in Fig. 1 for zero initial emittance and the disruption parameter D_ = 120. The number of

oscillations agrees with the estimate Eq. (8). The frequency of plasma oscillations rapidly

decreaseswith the increasing amplitude ye(-o_) as is clear from Eq. (6). Hence, decoher-

ence of the oscillations might, be expected. This is depicted in Fig. 2. Initial conditions for

100 trajectories were set at z/o'pz = -3.02 from the IP. The initial conditions were gener-

ated randomly within sn ellipse on the phase plane y, yl in such a way that the ellipse has

transverse size cr_,u and beam divergence ap_k(O) after free motion transformation to the

IP. Three hundred steps were used to calculate each trajectory. Decoherence is explicit,

but rem.uant nodes are retained as is clear from Fig. 3 where the transverse rms size of thc

electron beam is depicted along the IR.

The beam-beam tune shift for a positron located at distance ,_ from the head of the

positron beam depends o_ the local transverse size of the electron beam at distance 8/2

from the head of the electron beam. The tune shift ma)' be very large for positrons located

at the nodes of the electron beam, and such positrons may become unstable. It is enough .;

to have a single node to lose positrons since the synchrotron motion shuffles positrons along
'

the bunch_ and new positrons are continually pumped to the nodes where they are lost.

In addition to the tune shift, the kink instability and the synchrotron radiation during

the collisions might be affected by the large disruption parameter. Transverse instability



of positrons around the nodes generates a periodic perturbation of the longitudinal density

in the positron bunch with the wave length 2_r/k:
b

t

p(_)= po[1+ ,__o_(k_)].
.f
,i

Because k2 in the equation ofmotion for electrons depends on p(2z), the llnearized equation

of motion takes the form typical for the parametric resonance:

d' + k_[z+ A_o_(2k_)]y=0

where ' denotes the derivative with respect to z. This induces the "kink instability"

observed in simulations of the beam-beam interactions in storage rings. For the asymmetric

scheme under consideration where the electron beam is dumped out after a collision and

the plasma frequencies for positrons and electrons are very different, the ,,kink instability

should not cause a problem.

Synchrotron radiation is a serious problem for collisions with large D,. The radius of

curvature R for a trajectory y(s) is

1 2De avr r vl_,,
= -y" - p(2s) / dta-O2O'pz d 0

Mimmum R occurswhen y _>Crp_.The maximum energylossduringthecollisionis

, AE= g_0_.E_ d_(_/R)'

where E, is the electron energy. It is proportionM to

ida(1 2 D.%v 2 _/_lR).,:, " ( _,: ) £;7," (_o)

The variation in the invariant mass
Q

M - 3 ar, 2¢rw

' is less than 0.5 × 10 -s if

De_rp_ < 4.2 x 10-I qo'p,,Imm. (11)
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Thus ap_ is limited.

The transverse momentum from the pinching introduces a spread of the total energy

of the collision AM. If an, electron with equilibrium energy has momentum/7 = -p0 -b _p ?

where Ap = poO then
AM 0_

i,

M - 8

Estimating 0 a_

0 _--2o'pvno.c/¢rp_

we find that AM/M __ 10 -3 if

< 0.la, (12)
O'pz

TherefOre, the transverse momentum caused by the pinching is not a significant source of

collision energy spread when Eq. (12) is satisfied.

Beam matching

Due to the instability of positrons at the nodes Of the electron distribution, one might

question the feasibility of the collisions with De :>> 1. However, there are at least three

reasons to expect that narrow waists in the distribution may be avoided: nonlinearity of

the oscillations, dependence of the phase of oscillations on the location of en electron in

the electron bunch, and synchrotron radiation.

The effect of the pinching of the electron beam on the stability of positrons can be

minimized by the proper choice of the initial conditions for the electron beam entering the

interaction region (IR). We use the following approach. Let us specify the ellipse of the

electron beam

. y ), (y,+_y 2

where a = k'/2k, and

' dD,

At the IP the two bunches are matched if a_v = (y2) = _r_vand a = 0. For matched beams I

I
the emittance and a_,v are defined:

' = k(0)_,, (15)
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For large De, and near the center oi"the positron bunch, electrons oscillate rapidly. Since

emittance is preserved, as long as
J

d I

ld. <<i (16)

the ellipse changes adiabatically.

Eq. (16)is valid for Izl __ zml. where

vr

, [ I01]k < k,_. __ 2 Iz < z.,_. = ap. in 2k.,i,. (17)O'pz

The ellipse on the phase plane at z = z.,. is given by Eq. (13) with k = kmr.. For larger

Iz positron density decreases, and oseiUations degenerate into free motion'.

t ,yfy = y.,i. + (z- z,._.)y..., = y,_.

That defines the ellipse at the first quad of the IR, i.e. at z = -L:

( y+ly' 2 y, v/2ek.,. _2. ( + , = 1 (1s)

where I : L- zmi..

In the simulations the initial conditions at z = -L have been generated as

where _ aJad ,7 are random number_ with a Gaussian distribution in the interval from -1

to 1, and
/

i

,/2k(0) v/2k(0)km,, a(k,,in)

The 100 trajectories given by Eq. (6) mad such initial conditions are shown in Fig. 4. The

pinches almost disappeared, mad the distribution of electrons within the interaction area

7
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Iz[ < crux, Irl < crpvis practically uniform. The result is robust: the small variations of

km_,_ do not change this result significantly, Fig, 5 shows the variation of the transverse

rms size cr._ of the electron beam along the IR; It is smell for kmi.o'pz -_ 2. The absolute .,

r

)D (19)
ff,zp ffpz

Practically, v(-L) is of the order of a millimeter.

Conclusion

A beauty factory based on a SRF linac with impedance as _t CEBAF can Le designed

only with a very large electron disruption parameter. We have presented arguments and

results of model simulations which indicate that stability of the SR. beam is consistent

with high luminosity. If suppression of the kink instability is confirmed, that would be a

significant argument in favor of asymmetric coLLisions. Much more elaborate simulations

are needed before a completely sound conclusion may be drawn, but the situation does

not look hopeless, Assuming such optimism is justified, a consistent set of parameters has

been generated [8] for a B-factory with luminosity L = 1034/cm 2 sec. A linac-SR scheme

promises very high luminosity and seems to be feasible.
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Figure captions t

Fig. 1. Pinch of a beam with zero emittance: electron trajectories along the IR.

Figi 2. Disruption of an electron be_m with nonzero emittance. Decoherence is the result i

of the dependence of the oscillation frequency on amplitude for the transverse Gaussian

bunch. The choice of the initial conditions is explained in the text.
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Fig. 3. Transverse rms beam size along the IR for the unmatched beam of Fig. 2.

Fig. ,_. Trajectories for the matched beam where De - 120.0. The electron distribution

within Izl < 2tr_, lY < trv_ is rather uniform.

,! Fig. 5. Variation of the rms aev for the matched electron beam along the IR; trajectories

are shown in Fig. 4 and De - 120.0.
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